The increase in apathy. The ceiling is a possible factor for times. The continuous raising of debt ceiling has been raised five higher than what it was in 2009. Only three percentage points.

The focus of the election this year is on empowerment. Some have been endorsed by contraception. Some have been against or have no access to, or are against, contraception. Some have been targeted by legislators who do not want them to have access to contraception.

Whatever the reason for the increase in apathy, the fact that the deficit has been used in the past. It's gotten to a point where people were saying, 'wow, we're always being way over budget.'

Others believe the issue has not gotten as much publicity because of the increase in apathy. It's gotten to a point where people don't think anything can be really done about it. It's gotten to a point where people don't think anything can be really done about it.

People believe that the issue has not gotten as much publicity because of the increase in apathy. It's gotten to a point where people don't think anything can be really done about it.

Warren agreed that the election is a contributing factor to public apathy; however, it's been used in the past. He stated that we are not seeing a "normal discussion of the issues that need to be solved," which could be a link to why the public doesn't care as much about the problem like the federal deficit is. It's more Donald Trump going to solve this as opposed to Barack Obama going to solve this. The other big issues have been other hot topics.

"The focus of the election so far hasn't been about debt—the big issues have been other hot topics." — Jacob Russell

Declined 16 percent. It is now only three percentage points higher than what it was in 2009. Since Obama took office, the federal debt ceiling has been raised five and 76 percent of the deficit has been raised five.
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**Lent Event informs students on church traditions**

**Staff Writer**

MEGAN MACHIN

of the Panama disease.

The banana producers started
to grow Cavendish bananas instead
of the bananas no choice but to
continue into the 20th century.

Lent is a process of
teaching kids about food
crises because they are out of
school in their countries.

to Christ's crucifixion, which
is mentioned in the New Testament.

reason that the Lord is putting
us into the world to make a
difference in people's lives.

The number decreased until about
1950 when the lowest
number of young women
to live at their parents' house reached
20 percent. According to Pew Research.

"The idea of Lent is as old
to the modern church, but it's something
that's gone back thousands and
thousands of years," Castleman said. "We all need to
be ready for the Lord to put His
hands on us in ways that we
never imagined before."

---

**Notes:**

1. The Pew study noted that
2. "When Jesus said you come, He
bids you come and die. What does it mean to die to yourself? That is the question of Lent. When we are walking through life, we need to be in a state of reflection,
reflecting on things that we've done and things that we want to do."

---

**Corrections and Additions:**

"Bonhoeffer put it this way:
""When Jesus bids you come, He bids you come and die. What does it mean to die to yourself? That is the question of Lent. When we are walking through life, we need to be in a state of reflection, reflecting on things that we've done and things that we want to do.""

3. "The Costa Rican Caribbean side's economy is headed mostly
with a cash crop for millions of people around the world."

"The Costa Rican Caribbean side's economy is headed mostly
with a cash crop for millions of people around the world."

"The Costa Rican Caribbean side's economy is headed mostly
with a cash crop for millions of people around the world."

---

**Other Notes:**

"The Costa Rican Caribbean side's economy is headed mostly
with a cash crop for millions of people around the world."

"The Costa Rican Caribbean side's economy is headed mostly
with a cash crop for millions of people around the world."

---

**Corrections and Additions:**

"When Jesus bids you come, He bids you come and die. What does it mean to die to yourself? That is the question of Lent. When we are walking through life, we need to be in a state of reflection, reflecting on things that we've done and things that we want to do.""
May 28, 2015

The New York Polyphony will return to John Brown University on Saturday, Feb. 14 as a vocal performance for the Performing Arts Center.

The New York Polyphony is a men’s a cappella quartet that has toured in Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States. The group has performed for two Grammys, both in the Best Chamber Music Small Ensemble category.

The group typically performs classical works but is also known for their focus on the high energy and engaging programming. Like many of their other performances, the group from New York is excited about coming to JBU. A Google search for “college a cappella” would lead you to the New York Polyphony. "They are personable. Last time they came they were available overnight and a meter class with the Cathedral Choir. They didn’t do that this time. A big part of that is that they were only able to come on Saturday and, of course, we don’t have classes on the weekend," she said. "They’re very enthusiastic, they’re each very personal guys. They talk in between and explain what they’re going to do, what they need to listen for. The New York Polyphony is composed of Steven Caldwell Williams as tenor, Geoffrey Williams as baritone, Andrew Heldenbrand, soprano, international business major, said he is trying to use his phone less because he feels he is more healthy for it. ‘I’m going to be honest,’ he said, ‘I am somebody who may have some consequences.’

‘It could be a radical act of self-discipline, and if you do one episode of a show a week, ‘Dodge-Magee said. ‘I’m done. It would be rude to have a watch instead of using a digital screen and other activities that direct your focus away from a digital screen and their busy lives. ‘We’ve told them to look at their phone while at home,’ said A Google search for ‘college a cappella’ would lead you to the New York Polyphony. "They are personable. Last time they came they were available overnight and a meter class with the Cathedral Choir. They didn’t do that this time. A big part of that is that they were only able to come on Saturday and, of course, we don’t have classes on the weekend," she said. "They’re very enthusiastic, they’re each very personal guys. They talk in between and explain what they’re going to do, what they need to listen for. The New York Polyphony is composed of Steven Caldwell Williams as tenor, Geoffrey Williams as baritone, Andrew Heldenbrand, soprano, international business major, said he is trying to use his phone less because he feels he is more healthy for it. ‘I’m going to be honest,’ he said, ‘I am somebody who may have some consequences.’

‘It could be a radical act of self-discipline, and if you do one episode of a show a week, ‘Dodge-Magee said. ‘I’m done. It would be rude to have a watch instead of using a digital screen and other activities that direct your focus away from a digital screen and their busy lives. ‘We’ve told them to look at their phone while at home,’ said Hubbard. ‘They’ll talk in between songs and at other times, receiving bene-”

KACIE GALLOWAY
Editor
gallowayks@jbu.edu

The Education department recently established a chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, an international honor society in Education, at John Brown University. Members will take part in a number of events and activities later this year, when they will join the more than 100,000 members in the organization. At the University, saw that there were no active chapters on campus. "When I think about it, when I think about it, when I think about it, "Dodge-Magee said. ‘I’m done. It would be rude to have a watch instead of using a digital screen and other activities that direct your focus away from a digital screen and their busy lives. ‘We’ve told them to look at their phone while at home,’ said Hubbard. ‘They’ll talk in between songs and at other times, receiving bene-"
The Threefold Advocate urges students to support this Development Fund, Catholic Charities of Genesee County and bottled water, including Flint Water Fund, Flint Child Health & organizations that are accepting monetary donations and the citizens of Flint in practical ways. There are multiple compassionately. The people in Flint were lied to about the government is continuing to give out more and more money, emergency, according to the Federal Emergency Management the people need more help.

The situation has already been declared a state of emergency, but We The Threefold Advocate believe that Flint, Mich. should decision. The governor is currently appealing President Obama's that this will be a possibility.

able to drink within three months; however, there is no evidence through their taps,” according to CNN. The city of Flint, Mich. is in crisis over its unsafe water

campaigns. Each is the sole opinion of the mug shot’s OF THE PUBLISHER, ADVISER OR STAFF.

LETTERS ARE NOT NECESSARILY THE VIEWS

or mail letters by 6 p.m. on

We The Threefold Advocate would like to clarify that editorials, those pieces in the bulletin board and are meant to continue the dialogue about various issues relevant to the JBU community. Please write. We want your input.

The Threefold Advocate invites you to participate in the primaries’ election conversation which then elects delegates for that candidate to the state convention and eventually the national convention.

We The Threefold Advocate believe that it is crucial for millennials and all generations to take part in the election. If they or toking in can have a negative effect on the final polls. If students believe that they lean toward one party, they can castly affect the candidates that will win for their party. The College Democrats and Republicans clubs on campus have teamed up to help students learn how to register to vote.

Students also need to be aware of what each candidate really

stand for. Trump said that his supporters were so loyal that he would vote for him for no matter what.

This country should not have leaders that will blindly follow politicians because they agree with a few policies.

Despite Trump’s popularity in sites like YouTube, some believe that the race is extremely close. Clinton hardly beat Bernie Sanders with only a 0.5 percent difference between the two candidates, according to the Associated Press. CNN said that the way Clinton was officially given victory until Tuesday afternoon. We a third Democratic candidate, Martin O’Malley, received only one percent of the votes in Iowa and dropped out of the race.

In addition, Mike Brady (R) did not reach the cut off of the money, but could affect who will be in the lead in later primaries and caucuses. The Republicans were also led a close race with less than the five percent separating the top three candidates.

For the Republican Party this is significant because they have 12 to candidates running for the nomination. Once a few of the candidates drop out, the others could easily CD, or close one another.

The Threefold Advocate believes that some students may not find politics important or are uninterested in them. However, the present enemy will be in the air, on the campaign trail, and in the university student government. Their voting decisions will affect the economy, job market, international relations and much more than the you enter the real world with.

We The Threefold Advocate believe that this will not affect you because it will.

Students have a chance to make a difference in the election, study the sides, decide who to support and vote.

Support citizens of Flint

Advocate and provide resources for the community. The city of Flint, Mich. is in a crisis because of the water supply.

The city’s water supply is contaminated with toxic levels of lead, and residents are unable to drink the water that comes through their pipes.

The governor recently stated that he hopes the water will be able to drink within three months; however, there is no evidence that this will ever happen.

Unfortunately, Flint was named a federal disaster area. The governor is currently appealing President Obama’s decision.

The Threefold Advocate believe that Flint, Mich. should be declared a disaster area. The city is in need of major support.

The situation has already been declared a state of emergency, according to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

We The Threefold Advocate understand that this may seem as though the federal government is continuing to give out more and more money, but We The Threefold Advocate believe that this is not in the interest of the people. The Threefold Advocate also urges students to help and support Flint. We urge students to find organizations that are accepting monetary donations and food, bottled water, and Flint Water Fund, Catholic Charities of Flint and Development Fund, Catholic Charities of Genesee County and Genesee County United Way.

The Threefold Advocate urges students to support this community. They are aware of what you will be able to fix the problem and do not have a disaster funding.
Don’t run from your mistakes

Stop trying to reason away racism

What’s the root of your big problems?

The cause

OPINION

February 4, 2016

The Threefold Advocate

We live in a world of problems at the surface without making the causes behind them. I am personally very grateful that we live in a country with a legal system. However, we have too many people who do not realize the problem we face today is a very deep one.

One of the most important problems we face today is the lack of understanding of the root of problems. People tend to look for quick solutions to problems, but we often fail to realize that simply reacting to the symptoms of a problem is not enough.

Looking at problems from this perspective is hard because there is not a simple way to fix them. Facing does not stop the evil act from occurring. It may lower the percentage of people who commit the act, but it will just cause people to think of other ways to commit it. In fact, some may think that they can be even more creative in how to commit the act.
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LIFESTYLES

Show to watch on NETFLIX

reported by LISA ALONSO

GREY’S ANATOMY

“Making a Murderer” is a real-life thriller that follows a DNA exonerate, Steven Avery, who, while exposing police corruption, becomes a suspect in a grisly new crime. It’s a documentary series filmed over 10 years. The show exposes the corruption in law enforcement and inside a high-stakes criminal case.

For the mystery and DC comic lovers, The Flash is in the perfect show. The Flash follows the story of Barry Allen as he gains super speed by accident and starts fighting crime in Central City with the help of his friends who work in a scientific lab.

Meredith Grey as we see dramatic and romantic relationships between the surgical interns and supervisors of a hospital in Seattle. Their personal lives get tangled while they keep their professional lives as doctors. “Grey’s Anatomy” is already in the 12th season, and it keeps getting more exciting. The show has been nominated for the Golden Globes Awards and the Emmy Awards.

A NETFLIX DOCUMENTARY SERIES

MAKING A MURDERER

THE WALKING DEAD

For the mystery and DC comic lovers, The Flash is the perfect show. The Flash follows the story of Barry Allen as he gains super speed by accident and starts fighting crime in Central City with the help of his friends who work in a scientific lab.

This comedy focuses on Meredith Grey as we see dramatic and romantic relationships between the surgical interns and supervisors of a hospital in Seattle. Their personal lives get tangled while they keep their professional lives as doctors. “Grey’s Anatomy” is already in the 12th season, and it keeps getting more exciting. The show has been nominated for the Golden Globes Awards and the Emmy Awards.

Social media sites are a lot like people. They’re array, adaptable, creative, informative, entertaining and sometimes mysterious. They communicate facts, share ideas and tell stories. Each social network serves a unique purpose and influences people in different ways. Social media sites play such a significant role in our everyday lives that they start to seem like real characters.

There’s a chance we’ve got it wrong. Perhaps it’s more accurate to say that people are a lot like social media sites. The Threadful was curious as to how people emulate social media networks and vice versa, so we asked University students the following question: If you were a social media site, what would you be? Here are the platforms that students identified with, and why.

Sophomore English major Jessica Mains said that she would be Tumblr. “I would say Tumblr partly because of the artistic side and partly because the other half of Tumblr is a collection of random things from every category. It’s a space for random people to be world together,” she said.

Students who are not artists or self-proclaimed random people may relate more to Pate Hubbard, a freshman business administration major. “I would be Twitter because I like short, witty sayings and communicating long, in-depth topics briefly,” Hubbard said.

Social media is not only for the artsy and the witty. It can also be for those who like to capture moments. Sophomore biology major Candace Hayes said that the social media site that best matches her personality is Instagram. “I love to take pictures, especially of nature because I’m an outdoorsy person,” Hayes said. “I would rather look at pictures than read words. Instagram is very easy to use and it allows me to filter through pictures to see the things that really interest me.”

Like social media, each person has their own identity and purpose. More importantly, each person has these special qualities that make them unique.

What social media site are you?
Sports

The Super Bowl unites everyone

February 4, 2016

The Threefold Advocate

Marcus Ciccarello (above) is the newly elected captain for John Brown University men’s rugby club. Ciccarello joined Jonas Johnson, president, and Joseph Azbed, game warden, in attending the Super Bowl on February 4. MAX BRYAN Sports Editor bryanyj@johnbrown.edu

There is a new set of faces leading the men’s rugby club. Annually, John Brown University’s men’s rugby club has brought in new leadership to begin the spring semester. The three positions of leadership within the club—captain, president, and game wardens—were rotated out at the end of last semester. As tradition is to have dinner together, center Eric Seevers said “We come together and vote on the new spots for leadership at the end of the season. All the spots are open. We take nominations and then vote on a team.”

Last semester, the spots were filled by high school Day as captain, forward Brandon Johnson as president and Seevers as game warden. After voting out their annual dinner, the spots were filled by first-year center Marcus Ciccarello as captain, wing Lucas Johnson as president and forward Joseph Azbed as game warden. “I won it all the people who are currently in leadership. They’re all wonderful,” right back prop Zach Seevers said.

As captain, Ciccarello is in charge of leading practices and game play. He is known among his teammates to be knowledgeable about the sport’s rules and also having a passion that carries over to the members of his team. Ciccarello’s teammates also pointed out that he has a knack for helping the team focus on playing first for Christ and second for the rugby club. “He’s a very determined person.” Bower said. “He’ll push us, but also understands when we can’t be pushed any further. He pushes right to the sweet spot.”

The sub-prop Johnson is the club president, who manages the club’s relationship with the public. Johnson could be described as Ciccarello’s flip side, but that doesn’t mean he isn’t a leader. Senior halfback Caleb Laffey described Johnson as someone who throughout his game and the way he carries himself speak for themselves. “He’s not a chatty person, vocal person, but he leads by the way he acts on the pitch and how hard he works,” he said. Laffey also said Johnson’s roles are open. “It’s his pick and it really

The teams will have a place to turn in practice. Despite the fact that the teams are mainly comprised of four- year students, the members have already acclimated to the game. Handle Emily Tornily said that the team has planned organized team sports before, making it easy for them to catch on to Frisbee. “At the end of the semester, we had grown and gained a lot of experience,” she said. “When the semester ended, we were performing at a high level and had learned a couple different defenses and skills to use to advantage in tournaments.”

After a semester together, both teams have created a special bond. Midfielder Kellydann Garris said that some of her favorite memories are those that have shared with Savage Skies. “Although we all come from different majors and have different friend groups outside of Frisbee, we are still able to work well together on and off the field,” she said. “We go all along really well, enjoy each other’s company and have good team dynamics.”

Ironclad also has developed a special friendship among the members of the team. Hard expressed that some of his best friends are part of the team and he is excited to know each other better this year. “I believe this is more than just a group of guys throwing a piece of plastic,” he said. “It’s a group of unselfish people who really care about each other.”

Both teams went to Texas to participate in tournaments last weekend. Southeast went to the Anti-Freeze tournament in Houston, Tx. while Ironclad went to the Big D in Little D at Denton, Tx. Despite the Savage Skies loss against Rice University and Texas Tech, the defeat helped the team become stronger.

“Both of these teams consistently go nationally to raise their own respective competitions,” Tornily said. “Even though we lost to them, we also learned a lot and grew as a team. We also put up a really good fight.”

The teams will take part in the Super Bowl with a Super Bowl party. "These guys will do a job of leading the team, taking them when they need to go and keeping the tradition strong," he said. “I’m excited for them.”

The Super Bowl is something to love. Even though football fans often consider the Super Bowl to be the world’s greatest sport, few can argue that it is really the Super Bowl without the great commercials. Everyone loves the entertainment that comes through humorous or emotional advertisements and this Sunday is no exception. From the commercial makers tells story, depicts cultural values and promotes thought and laughter that lead to discussion throughout the next week. They have meaning that impact our lives and act as a bit ridiculous how big of a deal football is, but this behemoth of an event is not only about sports.

The Super Bowl is something to be celebrated because it is an event that celebrates the essence of American culture. Most of us are able to remember the celebration of the Super Bowl from our childhood. From my experience, simple church events were almost always cancelled because nobody was expected to show up. Church services are traditionally advertised with giant billboard advertisements for shows, bands and the like, but yet the Super Bowl is something to be celebrated because it is not only about football— it is something to be celebrated because of it.

For people who love football, the Super Bowl is the best the world has to offer. Even those who barely understand the rules of the game can be entertained in the excitement of the game. The drums begin pounding against this year— Philip Manning, a walking legend, is playing what might be the last game of his career, facing a strong wall,” he said. “He’s been a strong leader on the team when he’s been with us.”

This semester the club’s new leadership has been working towards bringing a Christ centered atmosphere for the club. The team is confident that they will have success under the new leadership. Seevers, who is in leadership for the second time, said he is confident in having the club in the hands of Ciccarello, Johnson and Azbed. “He’s too good of a leader to let them down when they need to go and keeping the tradition strong,” he said. “I’m excited for them.”

The Super Bowl season brings with it a fun atmosphere. Many families have special dishes that they make for Super Bowl Sunday. They promote a sense of togetherness with whoever eats and makes them. These delicious snacks create memories and lead to positive relationships with our families and friends. The biggest reason to why it would be really the Super Bowl without the great commercials? Everyone loves the entertainment that comes through humorous or emotional advertisements and this Sunday is no exception. From the commercial makers tells story, depicts cultural values and promotes thought and laughter that lead to discussion throughout the next week. They have meaning that impact our lives and act as
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Ultimate Frisbee seeks success in spring season

Mattieh Ogan

Contribution

It’s the pinnacle of the world’s most entertaining

The Super Bowl is advertised quickly, meaning one thing: lots of food, football and fun. It is possibly the most celebrated time of the year in America. It seems like the biggest event is when the football is watched by the hundreds of millions of people. But it is the promise of delicious treats. Many families have special dishes that they make for Super Bowl Sunday. They promote a sense of togetherness with whoever eats and makes them. These delicious snacks create memories and lead to positive relationships with our families and friends. The biggest reason to why it would be really the Super Bowl without the great commercials? Everyone loves the entertainment that comes through humorous or emotional advertisements and this Sunday is no exception. From the commercial makers tells story, depicts cultural values and promotes thought and laughter that lead to discussion throughout the next week. They have meaning that impact our lives and act as a bit ridiculous how big of a deal football is, but this behemoth of an event is not only about sports.

The Super Bowl is something to be celebrated because it is an event that celebrates the essence of American culture. Most of us are able to remember the celebration of the Super Bowl from our childhood. From my experience, simple church events were almost always cancelled because nobody was expected to show up. Church services are traditionally advertised with giant billboard advertisements for shows, bands and the like, but yet the Super Bowl is something to be celebrated because it is not only about football— it is something to be celebrated because of it.

For people who love football, the Super Bowl is the best the world has to offer. Even those who barely understand the rules of the game can be entertained in the excitement of the game. The drums begin pounding against this year— Philip Manning, a walking legend, is playing what might be the last game of his career, facing a strong

March Newton, the controversial quarterback, who is ushering in a new style of play. Manning and Newton have brought in new talent, promising the fans an intriguing mixture that could just as easily disappoint. This year’s super bowl is something to be admired.

The Super Bowl season brings with it a fun atmosphere. Many families have special dishes that they make for Super Bowl Sunday. They promote a sense of togetherness with whoever eats and makes them. These delicious snacks create memories and lead to positive relationships with our families and friends. The biggest reason to why it would be really the Super Bowl without the great commercials? Everyone loves the entertainment that comes through humorous or emotional advertisements and this Sunday is no exception. From the commercial makers tells story, depicts cultural values and promotes thought and laughter that lead to discussion throughout the next week. They have meaning that impact our lives and act as

Ironclad and Savage Skies practice together. The teams must each play 10 tournament games this season to qualify for nationals.
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The Super Bowl season brings with it a fun atmosphere. Many families have special dishes that they make for Super Bowl Sunday. They promote a sense of togetherness with whoever eats and makes them. These delicious snacks create memories and lead to positive relationships with our families and friends. The biggest reason to why it would be really the Super Bowl without the great commercials? Everyone loves the entertainment that comes through humorous or emotional advertisements and this Sunday is no exception. From the commercial makers tells story, depicts cultural values and promotes thought and laughter that lead to discussion throughout the next week. They have meaning that impact our lives and act as
I love pandas as much as the next guy, but what this movie teaches kids is that pandas aren’t bears. That’s the real danger here. Worse, this movie is about a panda bear teaching kung-fu! What happens when kids go to a zoo wanting to learn kung-fu? They are eaten by the bear. Boycott this movie.

Jeff Goldblum’s not dead? Jeff Goldblum’s still making movies? Holy crap! I had thought Hollywood had gone through chemotherapy to get rid of him! What’s even more surprising is the fact that there’s a second Independence Day. There’s no reason to have a second Independence Day, though I am curious to see what the name drop will be. Maybe Goldblum will shout “For Independence Day!” as he falls into the bottomless pit of American originality.

I’m pretty sure this movie is just another excuse to see Chris Hemsworth without a shirt. Who is the White Witch? Who is the Warrior? Who cares. The only thing that matters in this film is the fact that Hemsworth does a lot of sit-ups.

Hahahahah. Ha. HA. I’m pretty sure this movie is a practical joke. A really good one, that was partially filmed on our campus, with our friends. Wait. Okay, this movie isn’t a joke. I respect the idea of putting out the gospel via film, but I respect less the “us versus them” mentality that they portray. It’s nonsensical. It’s like trying to pick a fight with a length of sausage.

I quit!

Written by Samuel Cross-Meredith
Designed by Gustavo Zavala

The Happy Cynic’s Guide to Sequels You Can Miss This Year

Kung Fu Panda 3
I love pandas as much as the next guy, but what this movie teaches kids is that pandas aren’t bears. That’s the real danger here. Worse, this movie is about a panda bear teaching kung-fu! What happens when kids go to a zoo wanting to learn kung-fu? They are eaten by the bear. Boycott this movie.

Independence Day: Resurgence
Jeff Goldblum’s not dead? Jeff Goldblum’s still making movies? Holy crap! I had thought Hollywood had gone through chemotherapy to get rid of him! What’s even more surprising is the fact that there’s a second Independence Day. There’s no reason to have a second Independence Day, though I am curious to see what the name drop will be. Maybe Goldblum will shout “For Independence Day!” as he falls into the bottomless pit of American originality.

The Huntsman: Winter’s War
I’m pretty sure this movie is just another excuse to see Chris Hemsworth without a shirt. Who is the White Witch? Who is the Warrior? Who cares. The only thing that matters in this film is the fact that Hemsworth does a lot of sit-ups.

God’s Not Dead 2
Hahahahah. Ha. HA. I’m pretty sure this movie is a practical joke. A really good one, that was partially filmed on our campus, with our friends. Wait. Okay, this movie isn’t a joke. I respect the idea of putting out the gospel via film, but I respect less the “us versus them” mentality that they portray. It’s nonsensical. It’s like trying to pick a fight with a length of sausage.

Zoolander 2
I quit!